
LIFE STYLE
Myth Buster

T H E  T R AN S I T I O N  V AU L T

MILLION DOLLAR WIN

This is the first myth I want to

handle! Sis, the myth that in order

to live a lifestyle of abundance you

have to have a million dollars.  I

have found the more you have; The

more you have to handle, the

million-dollar win is learning how to

make what you have work for you

FANCY CARS & HOUSES

I know I have a good lifestyle

because I live in the biggest house

on the block and I have a Lexus girl.  

Wheeew I use to think that, in real

life, I found a better house with

more bedrooms and a better

mortgage in a nice neighborhood

that saved me thousands a year.

Thats a lifestyle!



GIRL YOU STYLING

The myth that the only way you are

in the lane of the rich and famous is

to have the red bottoms and the

LV's hanging on the arm.  If this is a

reach that won't cause you to be

bankrupt, then cool.  However, the

real lifestyle is when you learn how

to buy assets before you buy

liabilities.  Sis, don't get me wrong I

like nice stuff but not at the cost of

my sanity, looking good while trying

to figure out how to pay the light

bill.

ACHIEVEMENTS YES

Often it is believed that you are the

sum of your achievements and this

is what makes you.  Your

achievements should only

compliment you, If all you are refers

to rewards and plaques this is

shallow living that causes you have

no true identity. 

In closing, never believe that every transition

in life is the same, a lifestyle is not predicated

by how much you have it is how well are you

living.  Here at the transition vault, we teach

women how to live to have a real-life!  I

remember being tired of painting the life I

wanted to be filled with so much stuff that all

lost its purpose in my next transition, but

when you live purpose, stuff begins to shrink

as you gain more access. Are you ready to

truly live and unlock your vault?


